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27" 2560 x 1440, 144Hz, 1ms, 3000:1, DP 1.2, HDMI 2.0, DVI, black
Bring you’re A-game with the Optix MAG27CQ curved gaming monitor. Equipped with a 2560x1440 resolution,
144Hz refresh rate, 1ms response time VA panel, the Optix MAG27CQ will help you see your opponents and aim
with ease. Built with Adaptive Sync technology, the MAG27CQ can match the display’s refresh rate with your GPU
for ultra-smooth gameplay. Make sure you can hit your mark with all the latest technologies built-in the MSI Curved
Gaming monitors for competitive play.The Optix Gaming Monitor houses a beautiful 27”curved VA display for
maximum viewing pleasure. Compared to a 24” and 21” monitor, the Optix Gaming Monitor contains 26.5% and
65.3% more screen real-estate which gives you more space to work and more space to play.With a super narrow
bezel, enjoy the best immersion possible in the latest games with a multi-monitor 180 degree setup. Enjoy better
continuity between screens while playing games, working, or general computing.MSI gaming monitors use a curved
display panel that has a curvature rate of 1800R, which is the most comfortable and suitable for a wide range of
applications from general computing to gaming. Curved panels also help with gameplay immersion, making you feel
more connected to the entire experience.MSI gaming monitors are equipped with a 144hz refresh rate + 1ms
response time VA LED panel which has the most benefit in fast moving game genres such as first person shooters,
fighters, racing sims, real-time strategy, and sports. These type of games require very fast and precise movements,
which an ultra-high refresh rate and fast response time monitor will put you ahead of your competition.The MSI
Optix series Gaming monitor features a 27” WQHD 2560x1440 resolution that allows for even finer details while
playing the latest games or watching movies or videos. The Optix series Gaming monitor will bring your game
textures, characters, and environments to the next level for a more realistic experience.By having a large viewing
angle, MSI gaming monitors has more leeway for placing your monitor in your setup without giving up the optimal
viewing experience. Colors and details will stay sharp at more angles compared to other monitors with less viewing
angles.MSI gaming monitors are optimized to reduce the strain on your eyes by reducing the total amount of blue
light displayed by the monitor to ensure you can game for longer periods of time without fatigue.Generic monitor
displays normally have a flicker-rate of about 200-times per second, which is unnoticeable to the naked eye, but can
cause fatigue over time. MSI Anti-Flicker technology provides a very comfortable viewing experience by reducing
the amount of flicker.
MSI GAMING DESKTOP INTEGRATION
Generic monitor displays normally have a flicker-rate of about 200-times per second, which is unnoticeable to the
naked eye, but can cause fatigue over time. MSI Anti-Flicker technology provides a very comfortable viewing
experience by reducing the amount of flicker.

ADJUST ONTHE FLY
Easily adjust the monitor settings based on your specific game type. Choose from different viewing modes to create
the perfect tailored experience for the type of game you are playing.
FPS FRONTSIGHT TOGGLE
Through the OSD, the Optix series Gaming monitor can enable a FPS front sight overlay to help your overall aim,
especially in games that may have small or no crosshairs at all.MSI Gaming monitors are built with Adaptive Sync
technology to create the smoothest visuals for your gameplay. To do this, Adaptive Sync will sync your monitors
refresh rate to your AMD® GPU, which helps to eliminate screen tearing or stuttering. Enjoy the game the way it
was meant to be enjoyed with ultra-smooth, lag-free visuals.*Note: Adaptive Sync requires a compatible AMD®
GPU to be enabled. For more information:

Beeldscherm
3D

Nee

Beeldscherm vorm

Gebogen

Beeldschermdiagonaal

68,6 cm (27")

Beeldverhouding

16:9

Contrast ratio (dynamisch)

100000000:1

HD type

Wide Quad HD

Helderheid (typisch)

250 cd/m²

Kijkhoek, horizontaal

178°

Kijkhoek, verticaal

178°

Maximale refresh snelheid

144 Hz

NTSC-dekking (normaal)

85 procent

Ondersteunde grafische resoluties

2560 x 1440

Oorspronkelijke beeldverhouding

16:9

Pixel pitch

0,2331 x 0,2331 mm

Resolutie

2560 x 1440 Pixels

Responstijd

1 ms

Schermkromming

180 cm

sRGB-dekking (gemiddeld)

110 procent

Typische contrastverhouding

3000:1

Design
Kleur van het product

Zwart, Rood

Markt positionering

Gamen

Dunne Client
Thin client geïnstalleerd

Nee

Ergonomie
Bevestigingsmogelijkheid voor kabelslot

Nee

Draaibaar

Ja

In hoogte verstelbaar

Ja

kantel aanpassingen

Ja

Paneelmontage-interface

75 x 75 mm

VESA-montage

Ja

Gewicht en omvang
Breedte apparaat (met standaard)

612,2 mm

Diepte apparaat (met standaard)

205,4 mm

Gewicht

4,89 kg

Gewicht (met standaard)

6,53 kg

Hoogte apparaat (met standaard)

434,1 mm

Multimedia
Ingebouwde camera

Nee

Ingebouwde luidsprekers

Nee

Overige specificaties
Aan/uitschakelaar

Ja

Beeldscherm

LED

Contrastverhouding

3000:1

Geïntegreerde TV Tuner

Nee

Poorten & interfaces
Aantal DisplayPorts

1

Aantal HDMI-poorten

1

DVI-D poorten

1

DVI-poort

Ja

Ingebouwde USB-hub

Nee

